ABSTRACT Despite deep reinforcement learning has attained performance beyond human beings in many domains, including games, dialogue systems and robotics, sample inefficient is still a limitation in the application of deep reinforcement learning. This paper develops a novel and simple gradient-based meta learning method suitable for improving learning efficiency of deep reinforcement learning methods. Rather than designing complex network or adding excessive fine tuning parameters, the proposed method is simple and does not introduce any learned parameters for meta learning. Specifically, according to the characteristic of different trajectories, this paper proposes to weight every trajectory in model-agnostic meta-learning for meta updating gradient effectively. The key idea underlying this method is to take advantage of the relationship between different trajectories and the direction of parameter update. Additionally, an end-toend training approach is also introduced so that the proposed model can attain good results with a small amount of training data on new tasks. The statistical results of the experiments indicate that the proposed algorithm delivers state-of-the-art performance on both discrete and continuous control tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
While deep reinforcement learning agents have delivered much better performance than human from games [1] , to dialogue systems [2] , to robotics [3] , they are known to be sample inefficient, and require huge amount of trial and error and long training time. Sample inefficient has always been a thorn in the side of deep reinforcement learning research, including supervised learning and unsupervised learning, while recently emerging meta-learning [4] method has been proved to be effective in solving sample inefficient.
The goal of meta-learning is to help agents improve average performance on a number of new and different tasks through taking advantage of experience in past tasks. From the perspective of utilization, the current meta learning methods are mainly divided into three categories: the first one is the gradient-based meta learning method that learns parameter initialization from past experience on the distribution of related tasks [5] - [8] , the second one is meta learning method based on memory-enabled network that takes advantage of the characteristics of network structure to memorize past experience [9] - [15] , and the third one is hierarchical meta
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Li He. learning method, which generally divides the network into two layers so as to learn different levels of task knowledge: High-level network provides low-level network with subgoals and rewards, and decides which low-level network to choose, while low-level network decide which primitive action to select [16] - [21] .
In this paper, the authors propose a gradient-based meta learning method that is versatile and model-agnostic, in the sense that it can be combined with any gradient-based reinforcement learning algorithms for sample efficient. The proposed method aims to provide a general initialization of neural network parameters for reinforcement learning algorithms. The reinforcement learning algorithms with initialized networks are able to quickly adapt to a new task in a very small number of trials. The core idea of the proposed method is to find a set of the parameters of model that is sensitive enough to adapt efficiently to a number of new tasks after the parameters of model have been updated within a few gradient steps.
The framework of the proposed method is built on the Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) algorithm [5] in meta-learning, but is combined with weighted gradient update mechanism. Besides, the authors design an end-toend training approach for the proposed method that allows for effectively initializing the parameters of model.
In general, the contributions of this paper are listed below.
• The authors propose a gradient-based meta learning method that trains the parameters of model so that a very small number of trials on a new task are able to help the model deliver good performance.
• The authors present a novel end-to-end training approach to consider learning parameters initialization from multiple past trajectories.
• The empirical evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed method brings a significant improvement on performance of pure deep reinforcement learning algorithms, and surpasses other state-of-the-art meta learning algorithms while solving new tasks
The organization of the rest of paper is as follows. Related work about meta learning methods are introduced in Section II. In Section III, the authors formulate an optimization problem of meta learning and present the details of the proposed method. In Section IV, the authors evaluate the proposed algorithm with other state-of-the-art learning algorithms on both discrete and continuous control tasks, and discuss the effect of different measurement methods of weight on the proposed algorithm. Concluding remarks with a discussion of the promising work in the future are described in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Research on meta learning has been around for a long time, and meta learning has recently become a prominent field, because many people have always advocated it as the key to realizing universal artificial intelligence in the future. The key idea of meta learning is to learn a versatile model that is capable of solving any new task with very few training samples through training on a number of different tasks belonging to the same distribution. The current research of meta learning methods is mainly divided into three categories: the first one is utilizing gradients in past training tasks to help initialize the networks for a new task. Finn et al. [5] present a generic meta algorithm called Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) method, in which the parameters of networks are explicitly trained so that a small number of gradient steps with very few training samples from a new task will bring significant improvement on performance of the task. Al-Shedivat et al. [6] extend MAML method to non-stationary environments for continuous adaptation of DRL agents. Specifically, the improved method is able to learn to predict the dynamics of the environment and adjust policy accordingly in advance. Xu et al. [7] focus on learning and optimizing discount factor of a return function in reinforcement learning online, and prove that adjusting discount factor of a return function dynamically could lead to much better performance on Atari games [8] .
The second one is making use of memory-augmented neural network for remembering meta information between a variety of tasks. The typical methods are RNN-based meta-learning methods that can also be divided into two categories: One is treating RNN as the meta-learner, which directly takes a number of different tasks as training samples, then, during the test experiment the RNN model outputs the estimated value according to the new test input. Wang et al. [9] extend recurrent networks to the reinforcement learning setting, and take the action and reward in the previous time interval as additional input for recurrent network. Santoro et al. [10] prove that a memory-augmented neural network (MANN) is capable of effectively assimilating training samples, and predicting new data accurately with the help of memory network. Mishra et al. [11] propose a generic architecture that combines soft attention with temporal convolutions. The temporal convolutions are capable of aggregating message from past trajectory, while the soft attention is able to locate specific information accurately. Duan et al. [12] propose to learn the algorithm end-toend using standard reinforcement learning techniques rather than acting as the designers themselves. The other one is treating RNN as the meta learner for network parameters of basic learner, which directly outputs the network parameters for basic learner, then, during the test experiment the test input is fed into basic learner to estimate output. Andrychowicz et al. [13] propose to learn recurrent neural network optimizers by gradient descent, and show that the learned optimizers are capable of effectively optimizing a broad range of derivative-free black-box functions. Ravi and Larochelle [14] introduce an LSTM-based network model that is trained to optimize another neural network classifier. Bertinetto et al. [15] propose to train a meta-learner for leveraging the training samples to the network parameters of RNN, so as to predict new samples.
The third one is the hierarchical meta learning methods aim to break down complex problems into multiple small problems, and solve the original problems by solving small problems separately. Options-based method is one of the representative hierarchical reinforcement learning methods. The previous research on Options-based methods mainly assume that options are artificially designed in advance, recently more research focus on designing options by meta learning methods [16] , [17] . Vezhnevets et al. [18] propose an architecture in which a manager module and a worker module. The manager module sets goal for the work module, which outputs primitive actions at every timestep. Florensa et al. [19] present a novel and simple framework, which is able to master reasonable skills from training tasks in advance and transfer the learned skills to new tasks efficiently. Bacon et al. [20] develop a general, gradient-based approach called OptionCritic for learning the internal options and the external policies at the same time. Levy et al. [21] propose Hierarchical Actor-Critic (HAC) algorithm, which has the potential for faster learning as agents learn short policies at each level of the hierarchy.
The above contents briefly present recent work about meta learning. This paper proposes a novel and generic gradientbased meta learning method called WGU-MAML (Weighted Gradient Update based Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning), VOLUME 7, 2019 which considers parameters initialization from the perspective of gradient update, and builds upon state-of-the-art meta learning method-MAML, where the distribution of related tasks are sampled and the gradient update is performed for each task with respect to the initial set of parameters, and meta update is conducted where a gradient steps is taken on the initial parameters in the direction, which would have maximally benefited the average return over all of the subupdates.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the authors firstly formulate reinforcement learning and meta learning problems. Then, the objective of model-agnostic meta-learning is described. At last, the proposed weighted gradient update method is detailed.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume M = {S, A, P, r, γ , H } is a finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP). The definition of elements in M is as follows: S represents the set of states, A is the set of actions, P : S × A × S → R represents a transitions probability distribution, r : S × A → R is a reward function, the discount factor is γ ∈ (0, 1], and H is the horizon. In traditional reinforcement learning, the policy π θ : S × A → R tells the agent which action to choose according to the current state. The goal of reinforcement learning is to optimize to obtain a set of parameters θ of the policy π θ , which maximizes the expected discounted reward:
where a t ∼ π θ (a t |s t ) and s t+1 ∼ P(s t+1 |s t , a t ). In meta learning, the authors focus on multiple MDPs
that consist of a distribution of related tasks. The goal of meta learning is to find a set of parameters θ and paired update method U so as to have π U (θ) learns M i efficiently, given M i ∼ M . In other words, a well-designed meta learning algorithm would solves a new task with a very small number of trials, while traditional reinforcement learning algorithms might require massive training. The objective of meta learning can be classified as:
where L M i represents the loss function for M i . The authors will discuss the specific meaning of objective under the proposed method further below.
B. THE MODEL-AGNOSTIC META-LEARNING OBJECTIVE
This paper focuses on the objective of meta learning with a view of Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML). Assume there is a given distribution of related tasks, D(T ), and T is one of tasks with tuple
In MAML, the loss function L T : T → R maps a trajectory τ := (s 0 , a 1 , s 1 , r 1 , . . . , a H , s H , r H ) ∈ T to a scalar loss value. In general, the authors use the negative cumulative reward
of a trajectory τ instead of the single reward, P T (s) and P T (s t+1 |s t , a t ) represent the dynamics of the environment in task T . H is the horizon. The goal of MAML is to find a policy π φ , after learning from K trajectories from the distribution D(T ) under policy π θ , denoted τ 1:K θ , which minimizes the expected loss on a new task from D(T ). Specifically, MAML optimizes parameters φ of policy π φ by using gradient of L T (τ 1:K θ ) w.r.t. θ:
where β is meta learning rate. The algorithm of MAML for reinforcement learning is detailed in Algorithm 1. 
C. WEIGHTED GRADIENT UPDATE METHOD
The proposed method draws inspiration from prioritized experience replay [22] mechanism and builds on MAML algorithm. When re-sampling K trajectories τ θ i under the policy π θ i and using trajectories to meta update, the authors score every trajectory and give the bad trajectory a greater weight, rather than average all trajectories for gradient update. Then, meta update the gradient by weighting and summing all trajectories.
The authors assume the loss of a trajectory can be used as an important criterion for measuring the quality of a trajectory. Consider the definition of the loss of a trajectory in meta learning, it's true that the greater the loss value, the worse the quality of the trajectory. As a result, the authors weight every trajectory according to the magnitude of their own losses. Specifically, the authors define the weights of sampled trajectories D i as:
where w i = rank(i) and rank(i) is the rank of sampled trajectory i when the collection of sampling trajectories is sorted in ascending order according to
The measurement method designed is indirect, rank-based, and is monotonic in L T i (f θ i ). By weighting every trajectory, the authors rewrite the formula () as:
where
As shown in Figure 1 below. The problem with MAML is that the initial model can be trained biased towards some tasks, and such a biased initial model may not be well generalizable to an unseen task that has a large deviation from meta-training tasks, especially when very few examples are available on the new task, while WGU-MAML is capable of meta learning an unbiased initial model by prevent it from overperforming on some tasks.
Specifically, compared to MAML update, the WGU-MAML update minimizes the inequality of performances across different training tasks through giving different trajectories different update weights according to their losses, in a hope to make it more generalizable to unseen tasks.
The algorithm of WGU-MAML for reinforcement learning is detailed in Algorithm 2. By evaluating the importance of every trajectory, the authors try to make the initial network parameters meta update in a better direction. Compare to the average way in MAML, the authors make the initial network parameters gradient update in a weighted way. To ensure that the trained model is robust and can adapt efficiently to a number of new tasks, the authors still keep the trajectory with low weight in order to prevent parameters from falling into a locally optimal space.
Furthermore, in proposed method the authors rely on the original trajectory produced during learning process, and don't introduce additional fine tuning hyper-parameters into MAML algorithm, which ensures that the proposed method is able to adjust the learning direction based on the past trajectories instead of human experience. Maximizing useful knowledge from past trajectories is an important aspect of meta learning.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The authors perform experiments to find the answers for the following questions:
• Can WGU-MAML learn a new task faster than traditional deep reinforcement learning algorithms?
• Can WGU-MAML achieve better performance than MAML while learning the same new task? VOLUME 7, 2019 • Can a model learned with WGU-MAML is superior to existing algorithms that have been proposed in meta learning literature?
• Which measurement method of weight is more effective for the proposed algorithm?
For the first three questions, the authors evaluate WGU-MAML method with Trust-Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [23] , MAML and Meta Learning Shared Hierarchies (MLSH) [24] on both discrete and continuous control tasks. When TRPO learns a new task as a deep reinforcement learning method, it starts from scratch with randomly initialized parameters of the model. MLSH is a recent proposed meta learning method, which aims to improve the performance of a new task from the perspective of hierarchical reinforcement learning.
For the final question, the authors design another measurement method for weight, and evaluate two types of WGU-MAML methods: magnitude-based and rank-based measurement methods, with pure MAML on 2D Navigation task, which also has been defined and studied in prior meta-RL work [5] , to explore which measurement method of weight is more effective for the proposed algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed WGU-MAML algorithm was evaluated on both discrete and continuous control tasks, including Dependent Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB), Tabular Markov Decision Process (MDPs) and a number of high-dimensional locomotion tasks: half-cheetah task and ant task.
1) DEPENDENT MULTI-ARM BANDIT (MAB)
Dependent Multi-Arm Bandit (MAB) task is a benchmark task that has been extensively studied in meta learning literature. In dependent MAB task, there are k arms, if the agents pull one of k arms, it will gets a reward, which is sampled from an unknown distribution at every time step. The authors assume each arm to be a Bernoulli distribution with parameter b i , and the goal of the agent is to maximize the cumulative reward received over a certain number of time steps. The key difficulty exits in MAB task is how to balance exploration and exploitation. ''Exploration'' means pulling each arms enough times to presume the distribution with parameter b i behind, while ''exploitation'' means selecting the best arms the agent has mastered.
2) TABULAR MARKOV DECISION PROCESS (TABULAR MDPS)
The distribution of MDPs is designed as the number of state and action is 10, 5 respectively. The rewards follow a Gaussian distribution with unit variance. The transitions are sampled independently from a flat Dirichlet distribution. The horizon for each episode is set H = 10. The more details can be found in the literature [12] . 
3) LOCOMOTION
The locomotion tasks contain two kinds of robots: a planar cheetah and a 3D quadruped called ''ant''. Both two simulated robots run in a certain direction or at a certain velocity. As shown in the Figure 2 .
In the goal velocity experiments, the reward is set as the negative absolute value between the current velocity of the agent and a goal, which is chosen randomly: [0.0, 2.0] for the cheetah and [0.0, 3.0] for the ant. The horizon is set as H = 200. See the literature [5] for more details about the task procedures.
4) 2D NAVIGATION TASK
A point agent aims to move to goal position in 2D space. The position of goal is randomly chosen for every task. The state of 2D-navigation contains the x and y coordinates of the current position of the point agent. Actions are clipped to be in the range [−0.1, 0.1], which correspond to velocity commands. The reward is design as the negative squared distance to the goal. When the distance between the point agent and the goal position is within 0.01 or the horizon of H exceeds 100, the current episode automatically terminates. The more details can be found in the literature [5] .
In terms of parameter settings of the proposed algorithm, the WGU-MAML model trained is a four layers neural network policy, which has two hidden layers of size 100, and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is selected as the activation function. The authors use vanilla policy gradient (REIN-FORCE) [25] to compute gradient updates, and take TRPO as the meta-optimizer. The authors utilize finite differences to compute the Hessian-vector products for TRPO so as to free the model from computing third derivatives. The value of hyper-parameters are shown in Table III . Besides, the hyper-parameter settings for TRPO, MAML and MLSH are same as the original paper, which can be found in literature [23] , [5] and [24] respectively for more details. All of the designed experiments were conducted using Pytorch [26] , which is able to differentiate automatically in the gradient update way during meta learning.
B. DEPENDENT MULTI-ARMED BANDITS
The authors prepared the experiments for 2-arm, 4-arm, and 6-arm bandits, and generated 300 tasks with ample samples for each multi-armed bandit experiment. During testing stage, the authors generated a number of new tasks along with different parameter b i sampled from the uniform distribution on [0, 1] and only a few trials were allowed per task. The authors conducted each experiment 10times so as to reduce the shock of rewards.
The authors consider k ∈ {2, 4, 6} bandits and n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} trials allowed per task. The test results are summarized in Table IV , where each grid cell records the average reward and standard deviations over multiple different instances of the bandit problems. The authors highlight the highest average score and the lowest standard deviations algorithms in each setup according to the computed mean. The average reward together with standard deviations demonstrates that the proposed method delivers better performance than other meta learning methods at any given test.
C. TABULAR MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
The multi-armed bandit problems focus on whether the policy learns to maintain balance between exploration and exploitation in a natural and simple setting. However, the bandit task itself isn't a sequence decision making problem, and doesn't fully characterize the difficulties in solving MDPs.
Thus, the authors design further experiments utilizing randomly generated tabular MDPs, which have a small enough number of states and actions so that the transition probability distribution can be stored in a table.
The authors generated 300 different tasks with ample samples for training TRPO, MLSH, MAML and WGU-MAML algorithms, and 20 instances per task. During testing stage, the authors generated 20 new tasks along with different transitions sampled from a flat Dirichlet distribution and only few environmental interactions were allowed per task. The authors conducted each experiment 10 times so as to reduce the shock of rewards, and tested the performance of learning algorithms every 100 training episodes.
The average scores and standard deviations are summarized in Table V , and the learning curves are demonstrated in Figure 3 . Compared with the TRPO, MLSH and MAML algorithms, WGU-MAML improves the average scores by 15.2%, 9.3% and 6.6%, In terms of stability, the standard deviation is reduced by 68.7%, 47.3% and 30.0%. Since TRPO learns every new task from scratch and has to adjust parameters constantly, the performance of TRPO is the worst and unstable. By weighting every trajectory for meta updating the initial parameters, WGU-MAML method leads to an obvious improvement on the original MAML method, and surprisingly outperforms existing meta learning methods by a large margin.
Besides, the authors designed multiple hypothesis tests to further compare the performance of the four learning algorithms on MDPs tasks. The significance level was set to 0.05 in the hypothesis test. The score of TRPO algorithm is marked as S TRPO , the score of MAML algorithm is marked as S MAML , the score of MLSH algorithm is marked as S MLSH and the score of WGU-MAML algorithm is marked as S WGU −MAML . The hypothesis test results in Table VI demonstrate that the tests for WGU-MAML all rejects original hypothesis and accepts alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis test results further prove that WGU-MAML algorithm is superior to other learning algorithms on control tasks with discrete action spaces.
D. LOCOMOTION
In order to test whether the proposed algorithm can scale to more complicated control tasks with high-dimensional state and action space, the authors study the adaptation on locomotion tasks with the MuJoCo simulator [27] .
The authors generated 1000 different tasks with ample samples for training TRPO, MLSH, MAML and WGU-MAML algorithms, and 5 instances per task. During testing stage, the authors generated 10 new tasks and only few environmental interactions were allowed per task. The authors conducted each experiment 5 times so as to reduce the shock of rewards, and tested the performance of learning algorithms every 100 training episodes.
The learning curves are shown in Figure 3 , and the average scores and standard deviations are summarized in Table V . The analyzed results demonstrate that compared to other learning algorithms, the proposed method can learn a model that adapt its velocity and direction more quickly. The experimental results also prove that not only can WGU-MAML method achieve significant performance on the tasks with low-dimensional discrete action spaces but also on the tasks with high-dimensional continuous action spaces.
Besides, the authors designed multiple hypothesis tests to further compare the performance of the four learning algorithms on half-cheetah and ant tasks. The significance level was set to 0.05 in the hypothesis test. The score of TRPO algorithm is marked as S TRPO , the score of MAML algorithm is marked as S MAML , the score of MLSH algorithm is marked as S MLSH and the score of WGU-MAML algorithm is marked as S WGU −MAML . The hypothesis test results in Table VI demonstrate that the tests for WGU-MAML all rejects original hypothesis and accepts alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis test results further verify that WGU-MAML algorithm is still more advanced than other learning algorithms on control tasks with continuous action space.
To understand why the proposed method can not only solve distributions of different tasks, but also is superior to other state-of-the-art meta learning methods, the way weights are designed is the key point. The goal of WGU-MAML is find a set of parameters in parameter space allows the model to adapt to a variety of problems efficiently, while the weighted gradient update method helps optimize a set of parameters so that when performing gradient steps on a number of new tasks, from the distribution of all tasks, the parameters approach the optimal parameters of all tasks.
E. SENSITIVITY TO HYPER-PARAMETERS
In this section, the authors conduct a series of training experiments to study the effect of hyper-parameters on the performance of the proposed method. Specifically, the different value of meta batch size and learning rate α in the proposed method are tested on both tabular MDPs and locomotion tasks. Figure 4 , 5 and 6 show this grid search for tuning the meta batch size and learning rate hyper-parameters.
It can be seen that the performance of proposed method is significantly improved with the increase of the value of meta batch size, while the proposed method is less sensitive to the choice of learning rate α. The authors attribute the experiment results to the fact that as the value of meta batch size increases, more training trajectories are sampled, weight calculations are more accurate, the direction of parameters update is also more accurate, and therefore the performance of the proposed method is improved. 
F. DISCUSSIONS
The proofs in section B, C and D have verified that the effectiveness of the proposed method. In this section, the authors will study the effect of the measurement method of weight on the proposed method. The authors designed another measurement method based on magnitude, which defines an direct, proportional weight w i = L T i (f θ i ) + ε, where is ε a small positive constant that prevents the loss of trajectories is zero.
The authors tested original MAML, magnitude-based WGU-MAML and rank-based WGU-MAML methods on a series of 2D-navigation tasks. The authors generated 500 different tasks for training MAML, Magnitude-based WGU-MAML and Rank-based WGU-MAML algorithms, and 10 instances per task. During testing stage, the authors generated a number of new tasks along with the position of goal is randomly chosen for every task. The authors conducted each experiment 5 times so as to reduce the shock of rewards, and tested the performance of learning algorithms every 100 training episodes.
The learning curves are demonstrated in Figure 7 , and the average scores and standard deviations are summarized in Table VII . Compared with MAML, magnitude-based and rank-based WGU-MAML improve the average scores by 17.4% and 13.4% respectively, In terms of stability, the standard deviation are reduced by 48.9% and 42.2% respectively. The experimental results demonstrate that both two measurement methods show significant improvement on original MAML method. Furthermore, rank-based WGU-MAML delivers better performance than magnitude-based WGU-MAML method. The authors think that rank-based measurement method is much more robust, because it isn't affected by outliers or by absolute magnitude of losses. The property of the ranks make the algorithm blind to the relative loss scales, which could lead to a performance drop in sparse reward scenarios. Besides, the authors designed multiple hypothesis tests to further compare the performance of different measurement methods on 2D-navigation tasks. The significance level was set to 0.05 in the hypothesis test. The score of WGU-MAML algorithm is marked as S WGU −MAML , the score of magnitude-based MAML algorithm is marked as S magnitude−basedWGU −MAML and the score of rank-based WGU-MAML algorithm is marked as S rank−basedWGU −MAML . The hypothesis test results in Table VIII demonstrate that the tests for WGU-MAML all rejects original hypothesis and accepts alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis test results further demonstrate that the measurement method of weight plays a key role in the performance of the proposed algorithm, and the rank-based measurement method has a more stable improvement effect on WGU-MAML algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The authors propose a novel meta learning method that can meta update gradient effectively by weighting every trajectory. The proposed method in this paper has a number of merits. It doesn't introduce additional manually set parameters and learn to update gradient through the characteristic of past trajectories. Besides, the proposed method is simple and versatile, which can be applied on any model representation that is amenable to training based on gradient. Last but not least, since the goal of the proposed method is to initiate the parameters of model, adaptation can be executed with any amount of data, including any number of gradient steps. In the end, the authors demonstrate the proposed method can achieve state-of-the-art performance on a number of classic reinforcement learning problems.
The work in this paper is inspired by the research about meta reinforcement learning [28] , which seeks to create a meta-learning structure in deep reinforcement learning methods. One of future research is to extend the proposed algorithm to supervised learning domain, even unsupervised learning, besides, how to reduce the computation and memory required is also a promising research direction. 
